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Abstract 

 
The violation of rules and regulations in the traffic are in a drastic manner in the recent days to overcome this problem, a module 

had been developed that would monitor the rider ever moment. If we find any violation of rules in speed or rash driving, a fine is 

provided to the rider immediately through a message. To perform this action a GSM module is interfaced with the vehicle, and 

each variation of the vehicle is monitored continuously. This is done by the use of the PIC controller enhanced with the GSM 

module. So whenever the speed exceeds the normal rate, the controller detects the speed and proceeds with the violation 

transaction. We also provide a RFID tag to the vehicle denoting the details of the rider. So whenever he violates the rule and fails 

to pay the fine, using the network enhanced equipment provided to the police man the culprit can be got hold, also this tag may 

resemble the license number of the rider, insurance copy, and chase number of the vehicle. So all the components are stuck 

through a single RFID tag. Each and rider are provided with the license, with the network ID password, so that they can verify 

the violations made by them through the usage of internet facility. All the violations and the respective data’s are being stored in 

the database, which can be seen even by the rider using that secret code provided in the license. 
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